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Abstract

a simple field theoretic qua::k model in which the
quarks are composite. This quank-hadron bootstrap is the new
feature of the modeI. States like I,lx(t 470) and p ' (1600) are
intenpneted as eontaining quank excitations. The ratio
o(e+e* -+ hadrons)/o(e+e- * u+u-) should grow with energy
but not necessarily indefinitely.
Remar"ks on proton-pr"oton
diffr-action dissociation at the ISR enengy range are made.
We pnopose

1

Hadron physics offeps a va::iety of phenomena which do not

to follor^l fr"om one simple model. FoI" example, resonances
and scaling phenomena can be qualitatively descr"ibed by the
quark model(s) but it turns out that we need two model-s known
as the corrstituent and current quark models. Recently thene
have been atter:rpts to cqmbine the two pictures [tl . It is
seem

not clean how successful these works should be eonsidered;
the neason is, of course, that the quark dynamics is still
unknown. In this situation we f,eel that to make progress one
shouLd tny to combine phenomenological- ideas with neasonable
field theonetic models. In the following we shall make such
an attempt.

the following basic fields: a ehanged spin
field r!(x), a neutnal pseudoscalar field r(x) and a neutral scalar
field 0 (x) . Following. ou.r* eariien considenations about quanks
and thein excitations Lrl we assume that the quarks can be
constnucted from the basic fields as follows. Quarks are {n
1:al ; S r bound states and the lowest quark excitations q* are
UO pr bound states. The intenaction Lagnangian density for the
basie fields wi}l be discussed below.
Suppose we have

L

l.

2

The ground state and l-excited hadnons are constructed of

the quarks in the conventional r^ray Lgl . But states like t'tx(tr+ZO)
and pr(1600) are more problematic in the quark model. Usually
they ane considenerl as radial excitations in the harmonic oscillator
model. Calculations with this assumption contnadict, howeven,
data in l,l* electnoproduction [+] and in the p' decay [t] .To
avoid these difficulties we abandonerf in [r] the harmonic
oecillator dynamics and suggested that the above hadnons should

-2
be interpneted in the quank model as follolos
N*(t470)

*
qqq

*

*

t'lx(t7s0)

n

pI

-*
q* q

(1600)

Y

q

q

with colon or: SU(3 ) t indices supPressed. Otherwise these
particles are like the mother" states N(940) and p(770) in the
quank model.

As indicated above we do not assurne any explicit dynamics
between the quanks. Qualitatively we suppose as a first
appnoximation 'that the quanks are bound inside hadnons by

a

scalan potential (gluon) in such a way that any quank cannot
escape fnom the hadron and inside the hadron the quarks are
quasifr"ee with an effective mass about 300 MeV. Thus either'

the quanks are heavy and the binding is strong on there is
.
mor,e cornplicated mechanism at wonk Iurrl

a

the inter.action Lagpangian density
Let us ,ro*
"Jn"ider
for the basic fields 0(x), TI(x) and 0(x). As emphasized by
T.D" Lee [tJ the theony should be such as to give on]y a
small a.mount of scale bneaking in deep-inelastie electr^onpnoton seattering. 0n the othen hand one should have stnongly
bound {n states and large widths for^ nesonance decays. A solution
for these conditions is given in t* I
(1)

L

= f1ilUq + irr$v5rp

r n ,rnu *

f,* n2O2

+

h7126

+ iefrvr,{

Ap

is the electromagnetic fielcl .r,aZEBt,pIings should satisfy
h > fi (i;1,... e4) and tlt+n < 0,1. A detailed theoretieal
analysis of (1 ) ' including estj-mates for resonance couplings,
discussion of fonm factons and scalingo is qiven i, la] .

;ulhere

A;,

?

wi$i: to eons.ider some g:i:enomenoJ-ogical e onsequences
of our eomposite quark model.

Flez-e'we

First, we note that in onder to avoid the quank to be a
rnixtune of r|lr and l}l{ we must reQuire hf, to be much smaller
than hf1, Thus the q* is unstable and decays into qn (fig'
ttx(t470) and p t (1600) decay nates indicate that f,* should be

1

)'

nelatively large'

rn tr] it

was postulated

that .qxlji*lorr

or-

<mx(1r+'70)

ljf*lNr,

is zero in the finst appnoximation. This condition is obtained
immediately in the present 'mode1. The photon couples only to the
g(x) and to excite a qx in N*(1470) we neeessarily need a r(x)
field like in fig. 1, Expenimentally ttt(t470) and mx(t780) electropnoduetion is consistent with ,*"o [ +] . Fnom the same angument
* Nxfr* , where the N:k is
it follows furthen that in
"*.either" mx(r4zo) or Nx(rzgo) , one should see the N*'= only in
pains, This can be tested in futur:e expeniments. In
* 2n
"*u(on 4r) ther:e should not be a 0t state at m r 1.270 GeV since
this would corresponcl to a qAx state and *qA*l:f*lo, is zero.
The finst pr should occur" at m tu 1.600 GeV conresponding to a
&-&
q^q.^
state. The pion fonm facton should, in the vector dominance modetr be p dominated up to lA
" *0, " 1.G00 GeV
These conclusions agree well with data.
llaving a relatively lange f,n in ( 1) : ELS angued above ,
we see that the pt (1500) decays mainly into prtr . The $n
deeay mode is due to a gnaph shown in fig. 2, The r"atio
This is
leCp'-|pr?)[llA(p'*rr)i is proportional to ftf+lhf2.
len than h (r:ecalI that phase space favors the rr mode). This
is what we called earlier aitra<lialrtselection nufe IS] .

4

A cnucial test of the model is the caleulation of
t-I
+
+ hadnons)lo(e{e -} uu
: o(.*u:"atio is growing stil1 at /; = 2 F

Rh

)
5

Experimentally this
GeV

while the quark

model gives

(2)

o(e'e + hadrons)
l-

l+

nr:,

3s

2

I.?
La
i

where .i ar^e the quank changes and thus \, = [.1. In oun mode]
tthene are mot:e fer.rnions and col:nespondingly more ter:ms in (2)

in which e, is neplaced by fr(s), the excited quank form
faetor"" Thenefone Rn should incr-ease when new channels open.
+ vector meson we know, as diseussed above,
In exclusive
"*"that q* production begins at /A = fl^0'r. Consequently we expect
the nesult with nine coloned quarks, Rh = 2 r to increase when
rrr^
= 1.600 GeV. This agrees excellently with present
t)
I

data

Lnl

Another interesting situation where the present composite

further studied is proton-proton
diffnaction dissociation into high mass states et the fnter:secting Stonage Ring energy range. At lower enengies diffr.action
dissoeiation is known to produce both trtx(t470) and }-excited
states. Assuming that the q* pictune is cor:rect the obser.ved
heavy nucleon states [, O] could be due to production of highen
quank excitations, tr on p@ l^rith 1) 1. Obviously also the
spin of such N*us would be high and the states would be in
appnoximately degenerate spin touiers. The above er:ank excitaquar:k model can obviously be

tions decay in the lowest onder by S o:: IT emission. Thus the
multiplicity distnibution in the high mass state decays should

*5
be enhanced at multiplicity

th::ee and six.

The quark exci-

tations have steepen fo::m factons than the gnound state. ?henefor-e the pnoduction of hadnons containing q* states is expected
to be mor"e periphenal than the production of corresponding qqq
states. Due to the weak but har:d f10',p O and f + n'O' eouplings
we arso expeet lange transvense'momentum events Lul . Finally,
the mechanism of [', r] fon high*energy pnoton*pr"oton scatter-ing
suggests that the log2s behavio:: of the total elaoss section may
be related to high mass quar"k pnoduction. This foltows if we
intenpnet the corresponding gnaph of ref . [,',]
(see our: fig.
3.a) as ghown in fig. 3.b.
Theoretically oun model is intenesting in the sense that
it gives a quark-hadnon bootstnap, introduced in trl . fn fact
[, rJ it lras the nucleon that wa6 consider:ed to be a bound
state of the basic fields U(x) and r(x)"
When applying
the tround state method to quanks instead of the physical hadnons
w€: of coursen had to make additional assumptions. Irtre think,
howeven, that in this way hre may obtain a model in whieh the
most important phenomena of hadnon physics can be understood.
?he principal open question is the quank "impnisonmentfr. An
interesting possibility might be the combination of the icieas
of nonabelian gauge fields with the 1rresent model.
In summany, we have pnoposed a model for. hadrons which,
if cor:reet o should fonm a basis fo:: mone detailed and quantitative
developments (now in pnepanation). 0f panticular: interest to
the model are expenimental measurements of high mass nesonances
+- and pp co3-liding
in both e'e
beams and scale br.eaking phenomena.
6^
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Figune Captions:

fon the decay '1 x + q*r
Fig.2. Gnaph for pt + ni1
Fig. 3.a. Gnaph of ref. tr rl nesponsible fon the loganithmic
snowth in opp .
The gnaph of fig. 3a as intenpneted in the pnesent
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